Neural Network training using FFA and its variants for Channel Equalization
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Abstract: This Work is on the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) training and application in channel equalization. Here, we design a novel training strategy for neural networks. This training uses Firefly Algorithm (FFA) and its variants to train ANN. Then, these FFA trained ANNs are applied for equalization of nonlinear channels. As proved through simulations, the proposed methodology outperforms the existing ANN based equalization schemes.
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I. Introduction

1.1 A survey on channel Equalization

The study on the equalization of channel started during 1960’s but was centered on the zero forcing equalizers, basic theories and structures. Use of adaptive filters in equalization started with development of the LMS algorithm [8]. However, Lucky [9] was the first person to design adaptive channel equalizers using LMS algorithm in 1965. Very soon, adaptive linear filters become popular in the application in channel equalization and efforts were made to eliminate the limitations of LMS and adaptive filters. However, for highly dispersive channels, even best trained linear equalizers fails to provide acceptable performance. This paves the way to the research in other techniques for equalization. In 1970’s, the development of the MLSE equalizer [10] and also its viterbi implementation [11] was added to the literature. The IIR form of the linear adaptive equalizer also developed during the same time. Then, the equalizer started employing feedback [12] and was termed as DFE. Then, the adaptive equalizers of PAM systems were extended to other complex signaling systems as in [13]. Fast convergence and/or computational efficient algorithms also used in equalization during 1970’s and 1980’s. The Kalman filters [14], recursive least square (RLS) algorithm, fractionally spaced equalizers (FSE) [16] and RLS lattice algorithm [15] are some examples. A detailed review of equalizers up to 1985 can be found in [17]. In the late 1980’s there was a beginning for use of artificial neural network (ANN) in equalization [18], discussed separately under intelligent equalizers.

In the literature, equalizers are classified into two categories, supervised and blind. However, this thesis discussed a third category “Intelligent equalizers” separately. Use of soft and evolutionary computing in equalization is put into this category.

Supervised equalization

During the transmission, the channel distorts the transmitted signal. This distortions can be eliminated using a training signal, also known as pilot signal, transmitted periodically along with the information transmission. The receiver uses a replica of the training signal that can be made available at the receiver to update its parameters. The corresponding equalizers are termed as supervised equalizers.

There are two kinds of supervised equalization:

•(1) symbol-by-symbol estimation (also known as finite memory equalizers): detect the transmitted symbol using a fixed number of input samples. The MAP criterion based on Bayes’s theory [19] provides a decision function that is optimum for these equalizers, and hence also termed as Bayesian equalizers [20].

•(2) sequence estimation (also known as infinite memory equalizers and MLSE [10]): detect the transmitted symbol using the past-received samples sequence and were implemented with the use of Viterbi Algorithm [11].

Bayesian equalizer with infinite memory may provide a better performance as compared to MLSE; however its large computational complexity limits this use. Hence, Bayesian equalizer with finite memory is used to provide performance that is comparable with that of the MLSE and also with reduced computational complexity [21]. Further advances on Bayesian equalizers can be found in [22].

Intelligent Equalizers
Traditional equalizers have been taken over by the neural network based equalizers. NN based equalizers can provide significant improvement in performance for a large number of channels.

A variety of real-valued NN based adaptive equalizers can be found in the literature on equalization [23]. These equalizers using various kinds of ANN structures like RBFNNs, multi-layer perceptrons and modular networks, successfully equalize the nonlinear channels and outperform traditional linear equalizers. This can be proved from following examples, in [24] Chen et al. proved that MLP based equalizers can generate separation curves those are complex and also nonlinear and hence can equalize channels with high degree of nonlinearity. Authors in [25] present a programmable VLSI ANN processor for equalization that is very powerful and can be implemented through a chip configured as a four-layer perceptron. Research in [26] introduces a functional-link ANN based decision DFE to overcome ISI, CCI and additive noise. The said structure proved to provide superior performance in terms of BER as compared to the conventional DFE, RBF equalizers, linear transversal equalizer (LTE) and MLP equalizers.

An analytical study on the performance for MLP-based receivers was proposed by De viciane and Zakhor in [27].

Gram-Schmidt orthogonal decomposition idea generated application of lattice polynomial perceptron (LPP) to equalization of 64-QAM channels, frequency-selective slow fading channel with ACI in [28] and found to outperform conventional equalizers like DFE.

The performance of cellular neural network [29] in the presence of noise and ISI and applied with improved performance for equalization in [30]. They have addressed the hardware structure, model of the network and neuron in terms of BER performance, and found to be very efficient in realizing the MLSE receiver. Other kinds of hardware realization issues can be found from [31].

High degree of nonlinear dynamic characteristics of RNN [32] showing a rich and complex dynamical behavior [33] found application in channel equalization. The RTRL algorithm [34] was extended to the complex plane by Kechariotis et al. [35]. In equalization complex RTRL equalizer and linear TDL equalizers shows comparable performance for linear channels, but it outperforms for the channels with transfer function having spectral nulls or having severe nonlinear distortions. Also, RNNs outperform MLP equalizers for linear and nonlinear channels. The RTRL algorithm has been also applied in blind equalization, and shown to perform better than the CMA in all the channels.

As an alternative to gradient-based learning algorithms and also providing higher convergence speed then gradient-based methods, one training approach for RNN proposed in [36] based on the principle of discriminative learning [37] that minimizes an error function which is a direct measure of the error in classification.
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**Figure 1.** Baseband Model of Digital Communication System

They used LS methods (most common in the signal processing applications) to fully RNNs and found to perform better than the RTRL algorithm in equalization.

A general ANN structure parameterizes the received signal to find conditional probability distribution function (PDF) of the transmitted proposed by Adali et al. in [38]. The PDF is estimated by minimizing the accumulated relative entropy (LRE) of the cost function. LRE equalizer provides high complex decision boundaries, and abrupt changes can be tracked in a nonlinear channel response where the MSE-based MLP fails.

The self-organizing map (SOM) has been connected either in cascade or in parallel with conventional equalizers such as DFE and LTE [39]. The adaptive decision was defined by $m_i$ vectors of the SOM. Given that $\gamma(n)$ is the output of the DFE, then the error, $e(n) = \gamma(n) - m_i(n)$, controls the adaptation behavior of the DFE. Hence, DFE compensates the dynamic linear distortions. But, SOM adaptively compensates for the nonlinear distortions. While applied to a nonlinear two-path channel, It was seen that the SOM-based equalizer outperforms conventional equalizers for different types of non-linearity and different levels of SNR.

ANNs have been applied in equalization of satellite UMTS channels in NEWTEST ACTS European Project [40]. A variety of NN structures and combinations of them has been applied in the project for the real-time trials. They have revealed that ANN approaches outperform classical equalizers for complicated modulation schemes like M-QAM modulations, $M > 4$ are used [62].

In bulky signal processing system, a requirement of easy integration is always there. Because ANNs are more suitable for the requirement, there is abundant number of applications in nonlinear channel equalization. Since ANNs have resemblance with other schemes like coding and modulation techniques, signal processing, etc., ANNs found this multiple scale of applications. Following are some of very interesting finding in the literature.

A RBFNN based blind equalization scheme proposed in [41] makes use of simplex genetic algorithm (GA). A hybrid of GA and simulated annealing (SA) has been used in [64] for equalization. In both of these works, channel states were estimated using Bayesian likelihood cost function. However in
two models proposed in [42], CMA cost function has been used for blind equalization using complex-valued feed forward NNs avoiding the necessity of external phase correction. A DFE model classifier using Jordan NN along with delay estimation was proposed in [43].

In [44], A three-layer ANN was used for equalization. Gradient algorithm was used for weight up-dation in the second layer followed by Kalman filter to estimate channel coefficients in the third layer. This ANN has improved estimation accuracy and the speed of convergence.

1.2 Motivation

Though ANNs perform well in equalization, but however associated with some of disadvantages like:

- The ANN structure becomes bulky because they are in no way related to the problem of equalization.
- High degree of non-linearity in ANN structure makes it difficult for performance analysis and comparison among parameters for adaptation. And also trial and error method is only available to select the parameters for training.
- There is no standard relation between the MLP and the optimal Bayesian equalizer.
- ANN equalizer does not guarantee to converge since it starts with random weights during training.
- The popular BP algorithm takes longer time to train ANN.
- The MLP associated with very large computational complexity.

Artificial neural network (ANN) for channel equalization has been used since long [45-48]. The performance of ANNs for non-linear problems makes them a popular choice in equalization. As discussed above, Back Propagation (BP) trained ANNs (1) fall in local minima (2) slow speed of convergence that depend on selection of parameters like momentum, learning rate and weights. Hence, evolutionary algorithms like Genetic Algorithm (GA) [49-51], Differential Evolution (DE) [57] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [52-54] used for ANN equalizer training [55-57].

Poor local search and the premature convergence of GA [58], fall into local minima and limited search space of PSO [59] and sensitivity to the choice of control parameters of DE [60, 61] are still remain as limitations of these algorithms. On the other hand, Firefly Algorithm (FFA) [62] based on social behavior of fireflies is an attractive alternative for the purpose. In first part of this work, we make use of FFA to train ANN based equalizer. Then we extend the work used recently developed variants of FFA for a comparison with original version of FFA..

II. The Problem

Figure 1 depicts a popular digital communication system.

A popular linear channel model is FIR model. In this model, transmitted sequence is binary, represented as $x(k)$ at $k^{th}$ time instance and corresponding output at the same instant is, $y_j(k)$ as:

$$y_j(k) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} h_j x(k - i)$$ (1)

Here, $h_j(i = 0,1,\cdots N - 1)$ and $N$ respectively are the channel taps and $N$ is the channel length. The block ‘NL’ denotes the nonlinearity inserted in the channel. One popular form of non-linear function is:

$$y(k) = F(y_j(k)) = y_j(k) + b[y_j(k)]^3$$ (2)

Here, $b$ is a constant. The block ‘NL’ output is:

$$y(k) = \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} h_j x(k - i) \right) + b \left( \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} h_j x(k - i) \right)^3$$ (3)

The channel output $y(k)$ is added with noise, $\eta(k)$ inserted in channel. The signal at the receiver is $r(k)$ and as follows:

$$r(k) = y(k) + \eta(k)$$ (4)

Equalizer is used to recover the transmitted symbol, $x(k - \delta)$, from a-priory knowledge on the samples received, ‘$\delta$’ being the associated transmission delay.

The desired signal can be represented as $d(k)$ and can be defined as

$$d(k) = x(k - \delta)$$ (5)

The problem of equalization is a problem of classification [6-9], and the equalizer makes a partition the input space $x(k) = [x(k), x(k-1), \cdots x(k - N + 1)]^T$ into two distinct regions.

The Bays theory provides the optimal solution for this where the decision function is:

$$f_{bay}(x(k)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \beta_j \exp \left( -\frac{\|x(k) - c_j\|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$ (6)

Since the sequence transmitted is binary, hence:

$$\beta_j = \begin{cases} +1 & c_j \in C_d^{(+)} \\ -1 & c_j \in C_d^{(-)} \end{cases}$$ (7)

Here, $C_d^{(+)} / C_d^{(-)}$ and $c_j$ respectively represent transmitted symbol, $x(k - \delta) = +1/ -1$ and $\sigma^2$ is the noise variance.

In figure 1, the block “Equalizer” is ANN. FFA and its modified forms are used to optimize the number of layers and neurons in each layer. For number of neurons in the input layer, it is $N$, same as number of taps.

The equalizer output is:

$$f_{RBF}(x(k)) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j \exp \left( -\frac{\|x(k) - t_j\|^2}{\alpha_j} \right)$$ (8)
Here, $t_j$ and $\alpha_j$ respectively represent the centers and the spreads of the neurons in hidden layer(s). The vector $w_j$ contains the connecting weights. The output from the equalizer of equation (6) uses the nonlinear function of equation (7). For optimal weights, the condition is $t_j$ is equals to $c_j$.

The decision at equalizer output is:

$$\hat{x}(k - \delta) = \begin{cases} +1 & f_{ANN}(x(k)) \geq 0 \\ -1 & \text{elsewhere} \end{cases} (9)$$

Also, the difference between the equalizer output (i.e., $s_e(k) = \hat{x}(k - \delta)$) and desired signal (i.e., $s_d(k) = x(k - \delta)$) is termed as error, $e(k)$, and updates the weights.

For $l$ is the number of samples then, Mean Square Error (MSE):

$$MSE = \frac{1}{l} E[e^2(k)] \quad (10)$$

Bit error rate (BER) is the ratio of error bits to transmitted bits: In this paper, MSE & BER are chosen as performance index.

III. FFA, Modified forms and ANN Training

A. FFA

FFA [62] is a population based optimization algorithm that mimics firefly. Firefly is known to be unisex and attracted towards each other according to intensity of lights they produce. Here, the population of FFA is formed by the solution vectors. The parameters of FFA are the weights ($W$), spread parameters ($\alpha$), center vector ($c$) and the bias ($\beta$). The mean vector $c_i$ of the $i^{th}$ neuron of hidden layers is represented by $c_i = (c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \cdots, c_{im})$, hence, the parametric vector $t_i$ of each firefly with $LI + I + MI + J$ parameter is:

$$t_i = (w_{i1}, w_{i2}, \cdots, w_{iL}, \alpha_{i1}, \alpha_{i2}, \cdots, \alpha_{iL}, c_{i1}, c_{i2}, \cdots, c_{im}, \beta_{i1}, \cdots, \beta_{ij})$$

(11)

In this work, a firefly represents a specific ANN equalizer. In the training process using FFA, the vector $t_i$ of firefly of corresponding ANN optimizes the fitness function [18]:

$$f(t_i) = \frac{1}{1 + MSE} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{Q} \sum_{k=1}^{Q} \|d(k) - y(k)\|^2}$$

(12)

Here, $d(k)$ and $y(k)$ are the desired and actual output for training samples $x_i$ of ANN designed by vector $t_i$ and that of equalizer. The number of samples used in the training is represented by Q.

B. Variants of FFA

In FFA, each of the fireflies is attracted all brighter fireflies of the population that results in oscillations during the search and leading to higher complexity. To overcome this problem, a variant of FFA, termed as NaFA, where a firefly attracted by brighter firefly only in the neighborhood of the concerned firefly is proposed and validated through benchmark functions in [63]. A hybrid algorithm consisting FFA and Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm, termed here as FFARLS, also proposed in [64]. In another modified form of FFA, ODFA [65], initialization has been done using opposition based learning and position is updated using dimensional based approach. A nonlinear time-varying step strategy for firefly algorithm (NTSFA) also proposed and validated in [66].

In this paper, we first use original version of FFA to train ANN based equalizer and compared with other ANN based schemes. The we use these modified versions of FFA in place of FFA for the same purpose. In all the cases, training method followed is the same and outlined in the next section.

C. Training

In the proposed training method, ANN formulates guidelines for optimal structure as an administrator. Then FFA plays the role of the teacher to optimize the structure. This teacher once again teaches the ANN that plays the role of student. In this way, ANN acts both as an administrator and a student. The methodology follows following flow chart:

```
Initialize ANN_administrator
for i = 1,2,⋯,N
    generate FFA_teacher (i)
    for ANN_student j = 1,2,⋯,N
        start ANN_student
        generate FFA_teacher (i)
        test ANN_student (j)
        for(ANN_student j = 1,2,⋯,N)
            while (iterations<maximum)
                test ANN_student (j)
            end
        end
        return weights of ANN_student (j)
    end
return global best
```

IV. Simulations

For comparison, original GA, PSO and FFA are considered. Simulation parameters considered are as given in table 1. Here, parameters used for FFA are same as used in [62].
For simulations, we have chosen following two popular channels:

\[ H(z) = 0.24 + 0.93z^{-1} + 0.26z^{-2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\[ H(z) = 0.303 + 0.9029z^{-1} + 0.304z^{-2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Nonlinearity of equation (2) introduced.

For the purpose of comparison we considered following:

- ANN-equalizers of [67] represented by BP-ANN
- ANN-equalizers of [55], represented by GA_ANN and PSO_ANN
- ANN-equalizers of [57], represented by DE-ANN

MSE was computed with a fixed Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of 10dB. MSE plots are depicted in figures 2 and 3 for channels of equations (13) and (14) respectively. Corresponding BER plots are shown in figures 4 through 5.

### Table 1. Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>FFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max No. of iterations</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation ratio</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Coefficient C1 0.7</td>
<td>Attractiveness 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover ratio</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Coefficient C2 0.7</td>
<td>Light Absorption Coefficient 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation type</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover type</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures reveal that:

- Channel of equation (13): MSE of proposed FFA-ANN and DE-ANN are comparable till 300 iterations and then FFA-ANN performance is better. But, FFA-ANN performance is better than other equalizers in all conditions. Also, BER of FFA-ANN becomes less than $10^{-3}$ at SNR of 10dB outperforms other ANN-equalizers.

- Channel of equation (14): MSE of proposed FFA-ANN and DE-ANN, are comparable up to 600 iterations. In BER after SNR of 2dB, FFA-ANN outperforms other ANN based equalizers like those of channel of equation (12).
Comparison among Forms of FFA

A comparison study was undertaken through BER performance for channel of equation (13). Here, all variants of FFA were used to train ANN based equalizer following the methodology discussed in previous section. Corresponding results were plotted in figure 6. A study on figure 6 shows that all the variants perform better than original version of FFA. NaFA was found to be best among all having a better convergence speed.

V. Conclusion

This paper proposed a FFA to train neural network based equalizer. Then, the work was extended using improved and modified versions of FFA. Superior performance of proposed equalizers as compared with existing neural networks based equalizers was evidenced from simulations conducted on three different channels.
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